A classification of replicators is proposed: life depends on replicators that can exist in an indefinitely large number of forms (unlimited heredity), and whose replication is modular rather than processive. The first template replicators would have increased at a rate less than exponential, because of self-inhibition arising from molecular complementarity. The result would be the survival of a varied population of replicators, rather than the victory of one type. This variability was important, because inaccurate copying meant that individual replicators were small (Eigen's paradox). The origin of cooperation between replicators, and the problem of molecular parasites, are discussed. Today, cooperation depends on cellular compartments, and on the linkage of genes on chromosomes, but we argue that at an earlier stage surface metabolism, in which replicators react only with neighbours, was important.
Introduction
To explain the origin of life, we need to explain the origin of heredity in terms of chemistry. By heredity we mean only that like begets like. This in turn, of course, requires variation: multiplication of an entity that can exist in only one form does not constitute heredity, and could not form the basis of evolution by natural selection. We will argue that mere heredity is not enough. Evolution requires ''unlimited heredity'': that is, the existence of replicators that can exist in an indefinitely large number of forms. Although heredity with a small number of possible types can exist without copying, it seems very probable that unlimited heredity requires template copying of replicators with a modular structure.
The dynamics of growth of such replicators turns out to be crucial: indeed, from a chemical standpoint, natural selection is simply the dynamics of replicators. We review the reasons, empirical and theoretical, for thinking that the growth of specific replicators would have been parabolic-that is, slower than exponential. Essentially, the reason is that growth is inhibited by the complementary binding of template and copy. This is important because it ensures a varied population of replicators: the survival of everybody rather than the survival of only the fittest.
The first replicators must have been relatively small molecules, because, in the absence of specific replicases, copying would have been inaccurate, and large molecules would have accumulated errors. This raises the central problem of how cooperating groups † Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
of small replicators could have arisen, and of how they could have been protected against invasion by molecular parasites. The answer lies in two phenomena that underlie all increases in complexity and cooperation in evolution, from the first populations of cooperating oligonucleotides to the emergence of animal and human societies. These are synergism and relatedness: that is, division of labour can result in highly non-additive fitness interactions, and limited dispersal can result in interacting individuals being relatives. We discuss the role of these two phenomena in the early evolution of life. In particular, we discuss the importance of metabolism on a surface as a precursor of cellular organisation in reducing dispersal, and hence in favouring cooperation.
The last part of the article is concerned with the transition from replicators to reproducers. Existing organisms are not replicators: they do not reproduce by copying. Instead, they contain DNA that is copied, and that acts as a set of instructions for the development of the organism. Hence reproduction requires both copying and development. Following Griesemer (1966) we try to make the notion of a reproducer more precise. Today, the first stage in development is the translation of DNA sequence into proteins. The machinery of translation-ribosomes, tRNA's, synthetases, etc.-is the first of many organs whose evolutionary origin is puzzling, because it is too complex to have arisen in a single step, yet imperfect translation would seem useless. We suggest a solution to this difficulty along familiar lines. Initially, the binding of amino acids to specific oligonucleotides (the essential feature of the translation process) served a different function-the production of cofactors for ribozymes in an RNA world. Later developmental processes-for example, the cell cycle, or cell differentiation and pattern formation in multicellular organisms-are beyond the scope of this article. However, we emphasize that, in later evolutionary transitions as in the origin of the genetic code, old-fashioned replicators come to specify novel developmental processes.
Basic Growth Dynamics of Replicators and Selection Consequences
In the field of prebiotic evolution non-conventional growth laws, such as hyperbolic and parabolic, have been widely discussed. Both represent departures from simple Malthusian growth: they are faster and slower than it, respectively. Hyperbolic growth was thought to be relevant for hypercycles (mutualistic molecular replicators), whereas parabolic growth was experimentally demonstrated to happen with small synthetic replicators. The consequences for selection in a competitive setting are remarkable: survival of the common for hyperbolic growth and of everybody for parabolic growth, respectively. We discuss these in turn, with examples.
The simplest reproduction process is the binary fission of the parent object, of which the formal stoichiometry is
where A is a replicator, and S and W are source and waste materials, respectively. The associated kinetic equation describes a Malthusian growth process:
which means that growth of x (the concentration of A) is exponential with a per capita rate constant k, provided the concentration of S is kept stationary. When two replicators with different rate constant grow together, the one with larger k will outgrow the other. This is of course elementary, but for didactic purposes let us express it through the ratios of the growing concentrations:
showing that even in a freely growing system, the worse growing population is diluted out in the limit. This is a very simple demonstration of differential survival.
Departures from this simple scheme are easily imaginable. Already Volterra (1938) as well as Kostitzin (1940) knew that sexual reproduction in general cannot be expressed by it. A minimum complication is that two individuals are necessary to produce a third one, such as:
and the associated growth equation reads:
which is called hyperbolic growth, the selection consequences of which is very interesting (Eigen, 1971) . In order to see this, let us replace the exponent 2 by p, and solve the equation by separation to obtain:
When p q 1, defining hyperbolic growth, the system has a finite escape time, i.e. it reaches infinite concentration in finite time. As it is easy check, for p = 2 the asymptote lies at t = 1/[x(0)k]. The time of unbounded explosion is the smaller the larger x(0)k.
From among competitors the one with the highest initial concentration times the growth rate constant wins. Thus initial conditions also determine the outcome of selection: the phenomenon has been called the ''survival of the common'': intrinsic fitness is masked by the growth law (Michod, 1983 (Michod, , 1984 . The relevance of hyperbolic growth and survival of the common may be as follows. Eigen (1971) proposed that the hypercycle may have been a link between solitary genes and bacterial genomes. It is a cycle of replicators in which any member catalyses the replication of the next one (Fig. 1) . Each member undergoes a replication cycle as an autocatalyst, and there is the superimposed cyclic network of heterocatalytic aid, hence the term hypercycle. Under simplifying kinetic assumptions the members of the hypercycle grow coherently and hyperbolically (e.g. Eigen, 1971; Eigen & Schuster, 1977) . Thus, among a set of rival hypercycles, the already common is likely to win. This dynamics was claimed to have been important in the fixation of chirality and the genetic code (e.g. Ku¨ppers, 1983) . Yet this assumption is unwarranted (Szathma´ry, 1989a), briefly because: (i) parallel simple autocatalytic replication modifies invadability; (ii) stochastic effects allow uncommon, but intrinsically fitter hypercycles to invade (Ebeling & Feistel, 1982) ; spatially distinct habitats would have allowed for diversity anyway. Thus, although hypercyclic systems may have played some role in prebiotic evolution (see Section 3), it is unlikely that their hyperbolic growth was all that important (cf. Szathma´ry et al., 1988) .
Parabolic growth ensues when in the equation
0 Q p Q 1, the solution of which is also given by eqn (4). When p = 1/2, it is reduced to:
This is why this type of growth is called parabolic.
[Note that the differential equation (5) with 0 Q p Q 1 violates uniqueness of the solution. To see this one only has to appreciate that when one integrates backwards, the trajectory reaches the horizontal axis in a singularity. Therefore, starting from x(0) = 0, the solution x(t) = 0, as well as solution (6), are both valid. We exclude this ''spontaneous generation'' from the chemically and biologically feasible solutions.] Parabolic growth entails survival of everybody in a competitive situation. To see this consider the relative concentration of two parabolically growing replicators in the same environment:
and in the limit:
Thus ''survival of everybody'' (Szathma´ry, 1991a) is guaranteed, as was shown by selection equations in Szathma´ry & Gladkih (1989) . But what kind of molecular mechanism could underlie such an odd type of growth? von Kiedrowski (1986) and Zielinski & Orgel (1987) were the first to show that oligonucleotide analogues follow a square-root growth law in the appropriate medium. The reason, briefly, is as follows. A template molecule A reacts with the source materials whereby a new copy of A is made, which remains associated with the template.
Crucial is the ordering of the rate constants a b q c, i.e. association of two template molecules is faster than their dissociation, and replication per se is rate limiting. Note that the immediate product of copying is the replicationally inert AA complex. Thus, replication is in this way self-limiting. The higher the concentration of A, the stronger this self-limitation. Note also that this type of replication is conservative: there is no material overlap between copy and template, and template and copy are exactly identical 
as well as complementary (this can be achieved by palindromes). As is apparent from the above reaction scheme, the rate of replication is determined by the concentration of free A, and at high enough total concentration of A (denoted by x) and AA (denoted by y), the former is negligible since association is stronger than dissociation. The formation and dissociation of AA are in a quasi-equilibrium, thus
and, therefore,
which is formally identical with eqn (5). Because of self-limitation based on molecular complementarity, AA and BB complexes (where A and B are two different replicators) are stronger than AB complexes, hence each species limits its own growth more strongly: this condition for joint survival is also found in traditional Lotka-Volterra competitive systems. This is the ultimate cause for survival of the common in parabolic systems (Szathma´ry, 1991a) .
In the meantime, several more replicators obeying the same type of growth dynamics have been constructed, among others by Rebek (1994) and Sievers & von Kiedrowski (1995) . (In the latter case the single-stranded templates are not self-complementary.) A detailed kinetic theory for parabolic growth of minimal replicators was worked out by von Kiedrowski (1993) . It seems that survival of everybody is a rather robust phenomenon among these replicators.
One of the important steps of prebiotic evolution must thus have been the emergence of replicators with exponential growth. Incidentally, this is very likely to have meant a transition from limited to unlimited heredity as well, which will be discussed in the next section.
A Classification of Replicators
The replicator concept of Dawkins (1976) has turned out to be extremely useful in analysing evolutionary questions. Here we stick to the definition of Hull (1980) who emphasized that replicators must pass on their structure largely intact through copying. Interactors (such as organisms), although selection sees them directly, do not qualify as replicators, since their structures are not copied. We shall come back to this important conceptual issue in Section 5, since at the same time organisms usually qualify as reproducers. Here we review a preliminary classifi- cation of replicators, both according to their hereditary potential (how many types can be made) and their mode of replication (processive or modular). The modular nature of nucleic acid replication results in digital information storage, whereas the processive replication of some lesser known replicators (such as autocatalytic small molecules) results in a holistic type of information.
Replicators can be units of evolution, for which the criteria are as follows (Maynard Smith, 1987 It is noteworthy that these definitions do not stick to any particular level of chemical or biological organization. In fact Ga´nti (1971 Ga´nti ( , 1975 Ga´nti ( , 1978 Ga´nti ( , 1979 emphasized a long time ago that non-enzymatic, autocatalytic networks of small molecules (Fig. 2 ) could have played a paramount role in prebiotic evolution. He also emphasized that the biochemical basis of organismic growth is autocatalysis of a few crucial systems, such as the Calvin cycle in plants and some bacteria. In the prebiotic context one has the experimentally well-analysed system of the formose ''reaction'', where sugars are synthesized autocatalytically from formaldehyde (e.g. Cairns-Smith & Walker, 1974) , and Wa¨chtersha¨user (1992) has designed hypothetical autocatalytic networks, including an ''archaic'' version of the reductive citric acid cycle and several of its extended forms. The fact that replication is not modular in these cases should not confuse the reader. The intermediates of the reductive citric acid cycle are stages of a ''life cycle'' of a replicator. If one starts with one molecule of oxaloacetic acid in the appropriate environment, then after one turn of the cycle two molecules of oxaloacetic acid will appear. Due to this, the intermediates of the cycle will also replicate. It does not matter at which step we make the census: analogous to the case of a population of reproducing cells, where cells in all phases (G1, S, G2 and M) increase in number. One could say here as well, that the organisation of the cell cycle is not reproduced, but this is not the point: it is the individual cells in their various phases of growth which realise the organisation (Szathma´ry, 1995) .
However, at this stage we arrive at a general problem with heredity in autocatalytic networks of small molecules. One molecule of oxaloacetic acid is indistinguishable from another: but if so, where is heredity? A resolution is suggested by Maynard Smith & Szathma´ry [1995a; see also Szathma´ry & Maynard Smith (1993b) and Jablanka & Szathma´ry (1995)]: it makes sense to distinguish between replicators with limited and potentially unlimited heredity. In the case of the former the number of types is smaller than, or roughly equal to, the number of objects: this is due to the fact that objects exist only in a few alternative types. A didactic example is the set of possible hexanucleotides. In contrast, unlimited hereditary replicators have (many) more types than the number of objects in any realistic system. What distinguishes even small oligonucleotides from other autocatalysts is that for the latter the production of variation is much more difficult. One could argue that for replicators that are not modularly replicated, variants can arise through ''macromutations'' only (cf. Wa¨chtersha¨user, 1988) . Hence what members of autocatalytic cycles as limited hereditary replicators lack is the ability to undergo microevolution: heredity is almost always exact. (Of course, there can be strong non-heritable fluctuations, but this is a different issue.) Thus, it holds that removal of an autocatalyst is selection: it will result in a diminished production of its own kind, relative to that of other autocatalysts (Szathma´ry, 1995) .
It seems reasonable to assume that autocatalytic cycles come only in a relatively small number of types: their intermediates are limited hereditary replicators (Szathma´ry & Maynard Smith, 1993b; Maynard Smith & Szathma´ry, 1995a) . We must stress that, of course, there is replication in these systems: it occurs at the level of molecules. As Orgel (1992) wrote: ''All replicating systems are, by definition, autocatalytic and all autocatalytic systems result, in some sense, in replication' ' (p. 203) . The reproduction of molecules leads to the growth of the population. But, because of the lack of microevolution, the objectives of ''individual'' and ''species selection'' coincide.
It seems worthwhile to make clear the distinction between replicating oligonucleotides and other autocatalytic molecules lacking a digital sequence. Both of them are limited hereditary replicators, but the former are able to undergo microevolution, whereas the latter are not. The crucial difference lies in the mechanism of replication: oligonucleotides are copied by the template effect of a sequence composed of digits (modules) belonging to a restricted alphabet, whereas the other type autocatalysts lack modular growth: replication proceeds piecemeal (Wa¨chtersha¨user, 1988) . This enables the former system to take small heritable steps in sequence space (cf. Maynard Smith, 1970) . Szathma´ry (1995) suggested the terms processive and modular replicators. A string of modules is a one-dimensional array: this is the type of replicator to which nucleic acids belong, but two-dimensional templates (e.g. crystal surfaces) are deliberately not excluded either. Thus, the possible combinations are classified as follows (Szathma´ry, 1995 Example: genes and genomes of extant organisms
The information carried by processive and modular replicators can be termed analogue and digital, respectively (Wa¨chtersha¨user, 1994) , although the terms holistic and digital seem more appropriate (Maynard Smith & Szathma´ry, in prep.) . It is noteworthy that in the above scheme we mention biological membranes. Since they grow autocatalytically [insertion of new elements is catalysed by pre-existing elements in the membrane; cf. Ga´nti (1975 Ga´nti ( , 1979 ], Orgel's (1992) observation suggests that there is replication also. The same aspect has been emphasized in the context of prebiology by
Morowitz (1992) and in the context of the origin of eukaryotic membranes by Cavalier-Smith (1987 . For the latter the identity of so-called genetic membranes that are normally replicated rather than produced de novo (such as the two membranes of mitochondria and plastids) is kept and transferred by virtue of the fact that receptors in the membrane allow the insertion of proteins with a specific signal only. Since the receptors themselves are proteins, they must carry the same signals for their own insertion, hence the insertion of the receptors must be autocatalytic (Cavalier-Smith, 1995) . Therefore, membranes have the potential of limited heredity.
Since their constituents are freely moving in two dimensions, their holistic information is manifested by the distinctive list of legitimate components, and to a lesser degree by their relative frequencies.
Eigen's Paradox and the Importance of Population Structure in the Prebiotic Context
Serious considerations suggest that primordial nucleic acids (or their analogues) must have been rather short molecules due to excessive noise in their copying. If different replicators are thus needed to establish a primordial genome, some means to ensure their dynamical coexistence must have been present. Various models show that if selfish mutants are taken into account, some form of population structure is mandatory for indefinite survival. In the context of the structured deme, the stochastic corrector and cellular automaton-like reaction-diffusion models, both hypercyclic and non-hypercyclic (essentially metabolic) systems are able to survive. As we shall see, in some cases survival depends on genuine group selection.
Eigen (1971) called attention to the fact that the length of molecules (number of nucleotides) maintained in mutation-selection balance is limited by the copying fidelity. We recapitulate the simplified treatment by Maynard Smith (1983) . Imagine two sequences with replication rate constants of which are K and k(QK), respectively. The first sequence mutates into the second with a mutation rate (1 − Q). If we assume that they are in a flow reactor where total concentration is kept constant, then the rate equations for growth and competition become:
where x and y are concentrations of wild type and mutant, respectively, and where F = xK + yk and total concentration is (without loss of generality) unity. It is easy to see that in equilibrium, when both templates are present in non-zero concentration, it holds that:
where it must be true that Q q k/K. If there are n digits in the sequence, Q = q n can be approximated by e −n(1 − q) , where q is the copying fidelity per base per replication. From this we obtain
which is Eigen's error threshold of replication. Non-enzymatic replication implies low q, so n Q 100 is likely for prebiotic chemistry, which is about the size of a tRNA molecule. Therefore, early genomes must have consisted of independently replicating entities. But they would compete with each other, and that with the higher fitness would win (Eigen, 1971) . Hence the ''Catch-22'' of molecular evolution: no enzymes without a large genome, and no genome without enzymes (Maynard Smith, 1983) . Eigen (1971) thought to resolve this problem by proposing the hypercycle (Fig. 1) as a model for molecular mutualists. It is true that this ''ecological'' link ensures indefinite survival of all member replicators. Problems arise, however, when mutations are taken into account. In order to consider them, it is worthwhile to look at a diagram where auto-and heterocatalytic aid are functionally clearly separate, such as in a hypercycle with protein replicases (Fig. 3) . Mutants providing stronger heterocatalytic aid to the next member are not selected for. In contrast, increased autocatalysis is always selected for, irrespective of its concomitant effect on heterocatalytic efficiency. This is the well-known problem of 
Second randomly mixing replicator pool
First randomly mixing replicator pool Randomly assembled groups parasites in the hypercycle (cf. Maynard Smith, 1979). As Eigen et al. (1981) observed, putting hypercycles into reproducing compartments helps, because ''good'' hypercycles (with efficient heterocatalysis) can be favoured over ''bad'' ones. Two questions arise out of this:
(1) Are there other means whereby parasites can be selected against? (2) Are there non-hypercyclic systems that function well in a compartment context? The answers turned out to be ''yes'' to both of these questions; we discuss them below. Michod (1983) was the first to argue that a looser form of population structure could have been important in the selection against selfish genes in a prebiotic context. Szathma´ry (1992a) showed that the same mechanism can ensure coexistence of competitive, useful templates as well. In the forthcoming we follow the short account of these models as given in Szathma´ry (1994) . Let us imagine the following situation: templates replicate at a surface, maybe on pyrite (Wa¨chtersha¨user, 1992) , where they grow and interact in semi-isolated groups (Fig. 4) . Regularly they are washed away, become perfectly mixed, and then are re-adsorbed to the surface. Such a situation is similar to the one visualized in Wilson's (1980) trait group model (structured deme). The templates would grow in a homogenous environment according to the following equations:
where the factor xy expresses that the two genes contribute to a common function which is necessary for the replication of both. If, however, a q b, x would tend to infinity relative to y, since the factor is the same in both equations (cf. Eigen & Schuster, 1978) . Thus, in a homogenous reactor competitive exclusion follows. Not so in the context of the structured deme model. The corresponding equations are:
where p and q are relative frequencies of the templates in the global population, N is the number of molecules in a group, w is mean fitness, and
The above are called average subjective frequencies of the first template as seen by itself and the second one, respectively, across all the groups. Analogous expressions can be constructed for the subjective frequencies of the other template. Note the importance of variance and covariance. [Caveat: The reason why average subjective frequencies differ from the global frequencies here is that molecules are able to aid there own replication heterocatalytically; for example, template I can inform the synthesis of enzyme E, which may help the replication of template I as well as that of J ($I). Put in another way, molecules can ''scratch their own back'', as it were. If this is untrue, as it happens in many biological populations, models of the Wilson-type need synergistic effects between altruists to work: cf. Maynard Smith (1989) .] Assuming a binomial distribution, one has:
Note that if group size becomes large, variance becomes smaller. Substituting the necessary formulae into eqn (15) one arrives at the system:
from which it is apparent that both templates can invade when rare [p : 0 and q : 0, respectively; Szathma´ry (1992a,b)]. The phase of evolution just outlined refers to the pre-cellular level. A proto-cellular resolution to Eigen's paradox was described by Szathma´ry & Demeter [1987; see also Szathma´ry (1989a,b) ]. The stochastic corrector model (Fig. 5) rests on the following assumptions:
(1) templates contribute to the fitness of the protocell as a whole and there is an optimal composition; (2) templates compete with each other within the same protocell; (3) replication of templates is described by stochastic chemical kinetics; (4) there is no individual regulation of template copy number per protocell; (5) templates are assorted randomly into offspring cells upon protocell division.
Despite the fact that templates compete, the two sources of stochasticity generate between-cell variation in template copy number, on which natural selection (between protocells) can act. This is an efficient means of group selection of templates, since it is the protocells which are the groups obeying the stringent criteria: (i) there are many more groups than templates; (ii) each group has only one ancestor; (iii) there is no migration between groups (cf. Leigh, 1983) . A fully rigorous re-examination of the stochastic corrector model is given by Grey et al. (1995) .
Within the same context, the origin and establishment of chromosomes (linked genes) in the population has also been analysed (Maynard Smith & Szathma´ry, 1993) . It was shown that chromosomes are strongly selected for at the cellular level even if they have a two-fold within-cell disadvantage, because linkage reduces the competition load (genes are replicated simultaneously) as well as the assortment load (a gene is certain to find its complementing partner in the same offspring cell). The molecular biology of the major transition from genes to chromosomes has also been worked out (Szathma´ry & Maynard Smith, 1993a) .
Interestingly, Monte-Carlo simulations show that sex is detrimental to protocells before the establishment of chromosomes. The reason for this is that it allows the horizontal spread of non-Mendelian selfish genetic elements (Szathma´ry & Maynard Smith, in prep.) . Without sex, parasites are passed on clonally and can be efficiently selected against. This is analogous to the problem of biparentally inherited parasites and selfish organelles: there can be selection for uniparental inheritance because it reduces intragenomic conflict [discussed at length by Maynard Smith & Szathma´ry (1995a) ].
Yet another approach to the problem of information integration is based on cellular automata (Boerlijst & Hogeweg, 1991) , which is rather different from both the stochastic corrector and the structured deme framework. It is basically a discretised reaction-diffusion system: replication and diffusion of templates are imagined to take place on an adsorbing surface, without compartmentalisation. Resistance of a hypercycle against parasites is possible in such a reaction-diffusion system, provided the number of replicators exceeds four. The reason for this is that spiral waves emerge as spatial manifestations of the temporal limit cycle trajectory, itself the immediate consequence of the intransitive cycle of mutualistic interactions assumed in the hypercycle model [see Hofbauer & Sigmund (1988) for a review on the dynamical theory of hypercycles]. Without the spirals, It is supposed that a 3:3 composition at the start of the protocell cycle is optimal for metabolism. Note that two such compartments (with bold envelopes) recur upon cell division, despite internal competition. e.g. with fewer replicators, this particular system collapses if a parasite invades. Cronhjort & Blomberg (1995) have studied numerically the partial differential equation model of the same reaction-diffusion system, and found that the section of parameter space allowing for parasite resistance is smaller than it is in the cellular automaton of Boerlijst & Hogeweg (1991) .
The spirals are spontaneously emerging selforganised units of selection in the reaction-diffusion approach, which to a certain extent play the role of the compartments in the other two models. Spiral waves as units of selection are of course much less definite than the compartments of the structured deme and the stochastic corrector models: whether a replicator molecule belongs to a certain spiral is not always easy to decide.
What Cza´ra´n & Szathma´ry (in prep.) managed to show is that, given such a spatial setting, nonhypercyclic systems are once again viable. The fundamental difference of their model as compared with that of Boerlijst & Hogeweg (1991) is exactly in what the stochastic corrector differs from the hypercycle: the dynamical link among the replicators is realised through a common metabolism, instead of the direct, intransitive hypercyclic coupling. Moreover, unlike in the cellular automaton approximations to reaction-diffusion systems, the corpuscular appearance of the replicator macromolecules is not a methodological compromise in the model, but an essential feature of the object to be investigated: populations of macromolecules can hardly be imagined as fluids consisting of an infinite number of sizeless mass-points.
The ordinary differential equation (ODE) system for the ''metabolic'' model is as follows:
where x i is the concentration of replicator i, of which k i is the growth rate. M(x) expresses the effect of metabolism on the replication rate. It is a common multiplicative function of the replicator concentrations x, so that each replicator type needs the presence of all the others to be able to replicate, but the metabolic help received is aspecific. 8 is the outflow function acting as a density-(concentration-) dependent selection constraint. Although all replicators must be present for M to be positive, we know that this does not preclude competitive exclusion of all other types by the fittest (of largest k i ) replicator (Eigen & Schuster, 1977) , since M is the same in all equations of (18), and thus even very small positive concentrations of the competitively inferior types maintain the advantage of the dominant, in terms of the speed of replication. That is, Cza´ra´n & Szathma´ry (in prep.) analysed the beneficial effect of spatial structure on coexistence on the basis of a worst-case assumption, similar to that of the stochastic corrector model (Szathma´ry & Demeter, 1987) .
Using the cellular automaton model of the metabolic system, the aim was to show that (i) metabolic coupling can lead to coexistence of replicators in spite of an inherent competitive tendency; (ii) parasites cannot easily kill the whole system; (iii) complexity can increase by natural selection; (iv) varying the critical neighbourhood size and the diffusion rate, one can approximate the behaviour of other different models.
The result that there is coexistence without any mesoscopic emergent pattern is robust and counter-intuitive. It is due to the inherent discreteness (i.e., the corpuscular nature of the replicator molecule populations) and spatial explicitness of the model, which grasp essential features of the living world in general, and macromolecular replicator systems in particular. An inferior (that is, slowly replicating) molecule type does not die out since there is an advantage of rarity in the system a rare template is more likely to be complemented by a metabolically sufficient set of replicators in its neighbourhood than a common one.
A general importance of surface dynamics seems more and more important for the origin of life in general: as Wa¨chtersha¨user (1992) pointed out, chemical evolution leading to more and more complicated networks, is likely to have taken place on the surface, especially on that of pyrite. Surface dynamics of replicators with indefinite heredity is a natural outgrowth of this ''primordial pizza'' dynamics (cf. Maynard Smith & Szathma´ry, 1995a).
The Genetic Code as a Preadaptation for Translation in a Metabolically Complex RNA World
The origin of translation was called a ''notoriously difficult problem'' by Crick et al. (1976) . We think that this notorious difficulty was due to the fact that people kept on trying to solve the origins of translation and the genetic code together. In this section we review ideas strongly suggesting that useful coding preceded translation. More accurately, by ''coding'' we refer to a list of unambiguous codon : amino acid assignments. The key idea is that amino acids were chemically linked to oligonucleotides in a coded fashion, and such complexes were utilised by ribozymes as re-usable cofactors. The adaptive advantage of amino acid cofactors lay in the T 1 Possible metabolic complexity of protocells in the RNA world according to Benner et al. (1987) Oxidation/reduction reactions, aldol reactions, Claisen condensations, transmethylations Aerobic and photosynthetic variants Fatty acid degradation and terpene synthesis DNA to store genetic information Energy metabolism based on ATP Utilisation of modified RNA bases (5) Carry out repeated cycles of amplification and selection of RNS molecules. (6) Test the enzymatic activity directly on the chosen reaction.
This and similar protocols have met with considerable success: Table 2 lists several important experimental results. Thus it seems likely that ribozymes were able to run a complex metabolism. Why is then that most ribozymes were replaced by protein enzymes? The consensus holds that it is the number of functional groups provided by the 20 amino acids that gives a definite advantage to proteins over ribozymes, the latter having only four building blocks (cf. Wong, 1991) . There are two ways of increasing the catalytic potential of RNA-like molecules: (i) by increasing the number of monomer types, and (ii) by post-synthetic modifications. We discuss these cases in turn.
The beautiful results by Piccirilli et al. (1990) show that one can have as many as six different base pairs if one varies the hydrogen acceptor and donor groups on the monomers (bases). Why is it then that we find only two base pairs in contemporary RNAs? The answer, as pointed out by Orgel (1990) , is that (a) either Nature has never experimented with more than two base pairs, or (b) she decided that two were enough. Although we may never know whether (a) holds, rather forceful arguments have been put forward in favour of (b).
According to the suggestions of Fontana et al. (1991) RNAs composed of different number of base pairs have different stability and selectability. In general, the secondary structures of GACU sequences are richer and more variable than those of their two-letter counterparts. Calculated replication rate constants are maximal for much shorter chains for GC than for GACU. Since GC sequences form base pairs more readily than GACU sequences, the phenotype (the two-dimensional structure) of the fact that the size of the genetic alphabet (the number of bases in nucleic acids) was optimal at 4, and extensive post-transcriptional modification to increase versatility would have required a large number of modifying enzymes. Amino acids with specific handles ultimately gave rise to charged tRNAs.
Our starting point is a metabolically complex (Benner et al., 1987 (Benner et al., , 1989 ) RNA world (Gilbert, 1986) , where steps of intermediate metabolism were catalysed by ribozymes (Table 1) , an idea that goes back to suggestions by Woese (1967 ), Crick (1968 and Orgel (1968) . Since there are almost no ''metabolic'' ribozymes known from contemporary organisms, what makes this suggestion nonetheless credible? It is the success of in vitro ribozyme genetics [see Szostak (1993) for review], as was suggested for RNAs binding small ligands (Szathma´ry, 1984) and catalysing reactions (Szathma´ry, 1989a (Szathma´ry, , 1990a . The experimental protocol is rather simple, and follows the logic of the generation of catalytic antibodies (e.g. Tramontano et al., 1986; ) Pollack et al., 1986) et al. (1995) former is less stable against random mutations. In contrast, three base pairs make it difficult for random sequences to fold into stable structures. Having two base pairs in natural nucleic acids is thus seen as a compromise between stability against mutations and thermodynamic stability [see Schuster (1993) for review].
A snag with the above explanation is that evolution of functional RNAs probably did not always proceed from random RNA sequences. An alternative, complementary, approach considers the fitness of ribo-organisms as a function of the size of the genetic alphabet, noting that catalytic efficiency of ribozymes increases with the number of letters, whereas copying fidelity of such molecules must decrease with it. The increase is slower than, and the decrease is faster than, exponential: hence there is an evolutionary optimum at a certain number of base pairs (Szathma´ry, 1991b (Szathma´ry, , 1992b ; some considerations even suggest that this optimum may indeed lie at 2. Thus, this trait may be a ''footprint'' of the decisive role of natural selection (cf. Leigh, 1995) in molecular evolution.
A conclusion from the foregoing is that ribo-organisms could not possibly have increased the catalytic versatility by simply increasing the number of monomer types in their RNAs. Post-synthetic modification is another option. Looking at the contribution of post-transcriptional and post-translational modifications of RNAs and proteins, respectively (Table 3) , one is startled by the fact that the lists of canonical and modification-derived functional groups have the same total length. Yet RNAs need many more modifications to achieve this. In contemporary systems modifications are done by specific enzymes at certain key points [Wong (1991) gives a table of RNA modifications]. Presumably, ribo-organisms had not had another choice either, therefore they would also have needed modifying ribozymes. But what about the latter? Either one accepts that modifications must have been limited, or a large network of cross-modifying ribozymes, not unlike the autocatalytic protein sets envisaged by Eigen (1971) and Kauffman (1986) , must be postulated. One is not even certain that the latter option is chemically feasible; in any case, a simpler solution to the problem would be welcome.
One such solution would be the self-charging of ribozymes with the appropriate prosthetic group, that was experimentally demonstrated in the case of self-biotinylation, self-aminoacylation, and self-attachment of NAD-and CoA-SH-related cofactors (Table 2) . Such a solution would also favour Wong's (1991) idea of introducing amino acids as covalently linked prosthetic groups. Yet one has to realize that, generally, all ribozymes needing a cofactor-like complement would have had to posses a dual functionality: (1) self-charging; (2) the enzymatic function in metabolism. Logically, and also mechanistically, a set of coenzymes, with a set of coenzymesynthesizing enzymes, is an even simpler solution (Szathma´ry, 1990b (Szathma´ry, , 1993 (Szathma´ry, , 1996 . The relationship between Wong's and Szathma´ry's ideas is as follows. Both assume that amino acids were linked to RNA to increase its catalytic potential, but while Szathma´ry imagines coenzymes of other ribozymes to have consisted of an amino acid linked to a short oligonucleotide, Wong prefers an amino acid or oligopeptide linked to a polynucleotide thus forming a functional holoenzyme. The latter idea fails to explain the origin of coding (an assignment between amino acids and triplets) satisfactorily.
[Realizing the importance of cofactors in expanding the catalytic potential of ribozymes, Connell & Christian (1993) suggested that RNAs catalysing coenzyme A-mediated transacylation could be selected in vitro.]
It follows from the foregoing that protocells, utilising amino acids which reliably complemented the regular functional groups of ribozymes, were at a selective advantage. At least some amino acids were part of metabolism before they were used for anything else (cf. Wa¨chtersha¨user, 1992) . This must be so because glutamine, glycine, aspartate and serine are present in the biosynthesis of purines and aspartate is needed for the biosynthesis of pyrimidines. Ribozymes were able to recognize amino acids in reactions where the latter were among the reactants. It was shown experimentally that RNAs can bind to arginine (Yarus, 1988) , tryptophan (Famulok & Szostak, 1992) , citrulline (Famulok, 1994) , and even to the hydrophobic amino acid valine (Majerfeld & Yarus, 1994) . Reusable, specifically recognisable amino acid modules would have been positively selected. This amounts to saying that amino acids were presumably introduced into the catalytic machinery as coenzymes of ribozymes.
Ribozymes utilised coenzymes with nucleotide-like handles, by which they could grab them (Orgel, 1989) . Many contemporary coenzymes are likely to be survivors of this ancient metabolic state (White, 1976) . It is noteworthy that RNA aptamers binding to biological cofactors were already obtained (Table 2) . From this it follows that the easiest solution was to equip the amino acids with specific oligonucleotide handles. Such oligonucleotides were able to pair with ribozymes by conventional Watson-Crick type base pairing. From the facts that an organism using a larger number of amino acids had an advantage, and that the number of biochemically occurring amino acids is large, it follows that many specific handles were needed. Thus an evolutionary bifurcation took place: amino acid handles could not have non-standard links between nucleotides such as those in NAD and FAD, for example. [This does not preclude the occasional usage of pepditated RNAs that differed in structure from Szathma´ry's amino acid-handle coenzymes; cf. Wong (1991) .]
The lengths of these oligonucleotides must have been set by the conflicting needs of specificity (increasing with length) and reversibility of binding (decreasing with length). We suggest that the optimal number was three: handles were made of triplets. [A similar argument was used before by Eigen (1971) for the triplet code in the context of translation.] It has been found that a trinucleotide can act as a cofactor of an existing RNA enzyme (Kazakov & Altman, 1992) . To avoid catalytic confusion in the system, only one amino acid could have been assigned to a given triplet, but several triplets could have been assigned to the same amino acid. This was the primordial ''genetic code'': like its successor, it was unambiguous and degenerate. Thus useful assignment (''coding'') preceded translation.
Attachment of amino acids to their respective handles must have been catalysed by specific assignment catalysts: aminoacyl-handle synthetase ribozymes. It has been shown that arginine is specifically recognized by an existing ribozyme, and all binding sites have a codonic sequence (Yarus, 1988 (Yarus, , 1991 . tRNAs binding to amino acids (arginine and citrulline) were generated by in vitro selection (Famulok, 1994) . The Tetrahymena ribozyme was shown to have aminoacyl esterase activity (Piccirilli et al., 1992) . Moreover, a self-aminoacylating RNA has also been generated (Illangasekare et al., 1995) .
It was shown that there is a weak, but measurable and specific association between certain amino acids and the first one or two nucleotides from their cognate anticodons (Shimizu, 1987a,b) . Moreover, stereochemical models suggest that there is a lock-and-key relationship between amino acids and a complex of four nucleotides (C4N) comprising the cognate anticodon and the so-called discriminator base (immediately next to the CCA 3'-end) of the respective tRNA (Shimizu, 1982) . A C4N-like (anticodonic) part was very likely an essential part of synthetase ribozymes. Remarkably, Shimizu (1995) was able to demonstrate that glycine, alanine, serine, valine, phenylalanine and tryptophan are specifically charged to a short RNA stem-loop structure that contains the cognate anticodon at the 5'-end and a conventional discriminator-CCA at the 3'-end, thus forming a C4N-like structure. The presence of the dipeptide valyl-aspartic acid is necessary for the reaction. In the RNA world this type of reaction could have been made more specific and faster by appropriate ribozymes. An exception to the anticodonic rule (maybe not the only one) is likely to have been the synthetase for arginine, where the recognition site was codonic (see above). Thus coding was essentially stereochemical, but it was not efficientdue to the weakness of the association-without the appropriate catalysis by ribozymes.
Since the synthetases must have been able to bind amino acids and triplet handles reversibly, they must have contained a triplet at the recognition site which was complementary to the respective handle. Thus, during the charging reaction of the handle with the cognate amino acid, a transient, formal ''codon-anticodon'' complex was formed. One part of the complex (presumably, mostly the ''codon'') was a triplet in the sequence of the ribozyme. Note that such a structure enables the molecules themselves to choose between anticodon-and codon-mediated specific recognition. It is thus by no means deeply disturbing that, in contrast to Shimizu's C4N model, Mellersh (1993) prefers a codonic recognition of amino acids, also supported by stereochemical models.
The preferred attachment site of the amino acids to the handles was the 3'-end of the latter. Thus the structure of the amino acid coenyzmes was 5'-NNNaa, where N is any base and aa is an amino acid. There is experimental evidence that spontaneous aminoacylation of oligonucleotides prefers the 3'-end [reviewed in Lacey et al. (1992) ]. Yet one must add that Wong (1991) may be right in thinking that for metabolic use the labile aminoacyl-ester O-bond was replaced by stable N-bonds, such as are found in the contemporary N-aminoacylated threonine-and lysin-containing modified nucleosides in tRNAs.
The first synthetases must have been mutant forms of ribozymes manipulating other nucleic acids. The first amino acid to be charged to an oligonucleotide was replacing a nucleotide in the original reaction, as suggested by Weiner & Maizels (1987) . A further step in evolution was the fortuitous application of two (or more) amino acid coenzymes at neighbouring positions of the ribozymes. Such transitions were often selectively advantageous.
A ribozyme that could catalyse the peptidyl transfer between adjacent handles was selected for, provided the peptide thus arisen could specifically bind to (an altered form of) the ribozyme on its own. Such an enzyme was a presumptive ''ribosome''. Peptidyl transfer is catalyzed by rRNA rather than by a protein, even today (Noller et al., 1992) . RNA parts of enzymes were gradually replaced by coded oligoand polypeptides, because of the enhanced catalytic efficiency of the latter (White, 1982) . Such RNApeptide complexes were stable and specific.
In the course of evolution the handles turned into ''adaptors'' and became reusable in the sense that peptide cofactors did not need them permanently, in contrast to amino acids. It is advantageous for an organism to recycle its component molecules: a catalytic role is often preferable to a stoichiometric one. Another evolutionary bifurcation took place: some RNAs remained active as enzymes, or rather cores of RNpeptide enzymes; while others became more and more efficient templates for oligopeptide synthesis. The latter became presumptive ''messenger RNAs''. Their DNA copies became the first ''protein'' (micro)genes (see Table 4 for the relevant transitions).
The nature of the triplet code and the geometry of amino acids and nucleotides in general prevent the same RNA from being a ribozyme and a messenger for an isofunctional protein enzyme at the same time. When adaptations of the same object serving different roles are in conflict, division of labour by the appearance of specialist objects is advantageous. There are several examples of this in evolution: e.g. the origin of many specific, efficient enzymes from a T 4 Summary of critical transitions in the CCH hypothesis according to Szathma´ry (1996) few, non-specific, weakly catalytic ones, or the origins of tissues in organisms, or the appearance of casts in insect societies (Maynard Smith & Szathma´ry, 1995a) . Evolution of presumptive ''ribosomes'' must have occurred through the recruitment of further RNAs, peptides and (later) proteins. Evolution of adaptors must have followed a way that made them more efficient in binding to (i) the message, (ii) the ribosome and (iii) maybe to each other. Anticodon sequences, and tRNA itself are descendants of the handles.
The serious problem of an error catastrophe of translation, as envisaged by Orgel (1963) , is avoided in the CCH model. The number of sites for amino acids with a coding handle, necessary for this coding itself, must have initially been very low. This ensured that a self-coding system could arise without erroneous assignments leading to more erroneous assignments. This follows from the conditions that the bulk of enzymatic activity was carried out by RNA and that a definite stereochemical bias of assignment was present. Models of error propagation of translation (coding) show that the probability of nucleation of a coded system increases with the degree of stereochemical bias and decreases with the number of sites that should be occupied by coded amino acids for sufficient specificity (Hoffmann, 1974; Bedian, 1982) .
Primordial synthetases may have been the ancestors of present-day self-splicing Group I introns. This is supported, among other things, by the facts that (i) these introns are found in tRNA genes of eubacteria [see Cavalier-Smith (1991) for review]; (ii) they are inserted immediately downstream of the anticodon; (iii) they form a codon-anticodon complex with the end of the upstream exon (Reinhold-Hurek & Shub, 1992) ; (iv) Group I ribozymes were shown to have aminoacyl esterase activity (Piccirilli et al., 1992) .
Experimental tests are crucial for the ultimate fate of the CCH theory. The first thing to do is to select for amino acid binding RNAs, and to look for the composition of the specific binding sites (Szathma´ry, 1989a) . This has been started by Famulok (1994) . At a later stage it would be useful to select for RNAs that have a built-in C4N-like part (Szathma´ry, 1993) . Next, the role of amino acid coenzymes in ribozymatic reactions should be investigated.
The major transitions from preadaptations to adaptations as conceived in the CCH model are listed in Table 4 . A graphical representation of the same ideas is given in Maynard Smith & Szathma´ry (1995a,b) . The major theoretical work to be done in the foreseeable future is as follows:
(1) Elaboration of a detailed model for the coevolution of synthetases with adaptors, along the lines suggested by Rodin et al. (1993a,b) and Dick & Schamel (1995) .
(2) Presentation of a scenario for amino acid vocabulary extension (cf. Di Giulio, 1996).
Replicators and Reproducers: from Template to Organism
We, as before (Maynard Smith & Szathma´ry, 1995a; Szathma´ry & Maynard Smith, 1995) , present the problems associated with the origin of life in the broader context of the major evolutionary transitions: how higher level evolutionary units emerge from the ones at lower levels, how the storage and usage of hereditary information changed, how division of labour played an important role and so on. As Griesemer (pers. commun.) aptly noticed, our frequent usage of the term ''replicator'' in the context of ''comparative transitionology' ' (cf. Bonner, 1995) is partly unwarranted: in many cases the units that we were referring to were not replicators sensu Dawkins (1976) at all: whole genomes, symbiotic organelles, cells within organisms, and sexual organisms within societies are certainly always vehicles, but rarely replicators. Their structure is usually not transmitted through copying. Reproduction of a whole mitochondrion is not replication. Therefore, we next consider the use of a new term, the reproducer, for such general problems.
The origin of life itself (cf. Ga´nti, 1996) is synonymous with the appearance of a certain type of chemical supersystem, the model of which is his chemoton (e.g. Ga´nti, 1975 Ga´nti, , 1979 Ga´nti, , 1987 , consisting of three autocatalytic subsystems: a metabolic network providing building blocks for the other two subsystems, a population of replicating templates, and an encapsulating membrane-essentially a protocell. The system as a whole is also autocatalytic and reproducing at the same time, but it is not a replicator. The only replicator playing a significant role from an orthodox Dawkinsian point of view is the template macromolecule. And although it is true that the intermediates of the metabolic cycle undergo processive replication at the molecular level, what is passed on to the offspring chemotons is a population of these replicators, and the latter is by no means a replicator itself. By the same token, a similar reasoning applies to the genome of the chemoton: a bag of genes, undergoing random segregation into the offspring protocells does not undergo replication at the level of the bag.
So what would be the appropriate term to use in the context of transitionology? Griesemer suggests it is the reproducer. Reproducers often qualify as units of evolution, provided they have heredity and variation.
One can arrive at a useful definition of a reproducer through a number of steps: we briefly recapitulate Griesemer's (pers. commun.) exposition.
(1) x begets y iff y $ x and x is (part of) the efficient cause of y (where x and y always refer to individuals). (2) x materially overlaps y iff there is a physical part z, of x at time t which is a physical part of y at time t $ t '. (3) x progenerates y iff x begets y and x materially overlaps y. (4) Reproduction is a process of progeneration the result of which is an increase in numerically distinct objects of a given kind. (5) x is a reproducer iff x was the product of progeneration and x has the capacity to develop the capacity to progenerate. (6) Reproduction is a composite process of progeneration and development, the result of which is an increase in numerically distinct objects with the capacity to develop the capacity to progenerate (or progenerate directly). (7) x is a reproducer iff x was the product of progeneration and x has the capacity to reproduce. (8) x acquires something, p (a part, a property), iff p is not a part/property of x at time t, but p is part/property of x at some later time t '. (9) x develops iff x acquires the capacity to reproduce.
It is remarkable that these definitions tie development and reproduction together. The fission cycle of the chemoton, or the division cycle of yeast are thus examples of simple development. On the basis of the observation that in the major evolutionary transitions higher level reproducers using essentially the same type of replicators arose from lower level ones, it is also apparent that thus evolution and development are now more closely linked than before (Griesemer, pers. commun.) .
We think that the reproducer is a useful concept. Although it remains true that frequently a genecentred approach, like that of Williams (1966) and Dawkins (1976) , is extremely rewarding in the analysis of the spread of alleles in various contexts, it is also true that (i) it is reproducers, rather than replicators, of a higher level that arose during the transitions; (ii) when a higher level reproducer appears, a novel type of development is worked out; and (iii) rather old-fashioned replicators are packaged into novel reproducers.
